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GENRE Informational Text

WHY THIS TEXT?

This interactive informational text shows children how animals can use their color 

to hide in their surroundings. Children first see a line drawing of an animal and then 

a full-color photograph of the same animal. They are asked, “Can you see it?” The 

photos help them understand that the animal’s color helps it become hard to see.  

A combination of simple sentences and questions give children the practice with  

different kinds of sentences.

VOCABULARY NETWORK

Words About Hiding Animals hide (v.), color (n.), nature (n.)

Animals Hide

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 

Options for Teacher-Led Sessions

❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2

• Make Connections

• Summarize

❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 4

Online Printables

Vocabulary Network 
Organizer

Oral Reading Record

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading

Make Connections

Give a Summary

Informational Texts

TEXT X-RAY

KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE

• Animals hide. 

• A grasshopper hides on a leaf.

• A bird hides.

• A frog hides. 

• A mouse hides.

• A rabbit and a lizard hide. 

• A snake hides in the sand. 

• A lion hides in the grass.

Key Vocabulary

grasshopper (p. 2)

bird (p. 4)

frog (p. 6)

mouse (p. 8)

rabbit (p. 10)

lizard (p. 12)

snake (p. 14)

lion (p. 16)

Do a picture walk through the 

book and identify each animal 

in the photographs. Have 

children repeat each word 

after you. Discuss how animals 

hide by looking like the natural 

world around them. Prompt 

children to look for similar colors 

and shapes.

TEXT COMPLEXITY

READING LEVEL B   OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex
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GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.

GENERATE INTEREST

Prompt children to make predictions and share 

connections.

• How could you hide using only color or shapes?    

• How do you think animals hide?

BUILD VOCABULARY

Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 

vocabulary and explore language connections.

• hide (v.), color (n.), nature (n.)

Key Ideas & Details

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here is a grasshopper.

• PHOTO CLUES

English Learner Support

Explain that the grasshopper is not hiding, like 
children do when playing hide and seek, but that 
the grasshopper is just hard to see because it is the 
same color as the leaf.

Can you see the grasshopper? (yes) Where is it? (on a leaf) 

What color is the grasshopper? (green) What color is the 

leaf? (green)

Guide Prompt children to point to the grasshopper on page 2 

and then on page 3.  Explain that because the grasshopper 

and leaf are both green, it is hard to see the grasshopper. Have 

children discuss any other texts they have read about animals 

that hide. 

2–3

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here is a bird.

• PHOTO CLUES

English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  This animal is a .

  ■  ■  Where is the ? It is .
  ■  Where is the bird? Why is it hard to see?

Can you see the bird? (yes) Where is it? (on the ground) 

What color is the bird? (brown) What color is the ground? 

(brown)

Discuss Have children discuss how the bird is hiding.  Ask 

them if they have ever seen a bird hide in this way.

4–5

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here is a frog.

• PHOTO CLUES

English Learner Support

Display a green toy frog. Place it on a green piece 

of paper. Reinforce that the frog is hiding because 

both the frog and the paper are green.

Can you see the frog? (yes) Where is it hiding? (on  the wet, 

green ground)

Guide Explain to children that frogs can live in water and 

on land. Point out that in this photograph, the frog is in or 

near the water.  Ask children where this frog might hide if it 

was on land.

6–7
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here is a mouse. Can you see it?

• Here is a rabbit. Can you see it?

• PHOTO CLUES

8–11

Can you see the mouse? (yes) Where is the mouse? 

(in the leaves) Can you see the rabbit? (yes) How is the 

rabbit hiding? (The rabbit blends in with the grass.)

Reread Have children reread pages 8 to 11 and identify 

the question that repeats. Explain that the author asks 

this same question about each animal. Prompt children 

to find this question on other pages, and have them point 

out the question mark.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here is a lizard.

• PHOTO CLUES

English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  This animal is a .

  ■  ■  Where is the lizard hiding?
  ■  What color is the lizard? What color is the 

dirt? How is the lizard hiding?

12–13

What animal is this? (a lizard) How is it hiding? (It is 

brown and is the same color as the ground.)

Guide Lead children to give a summary about what 

they have learned so far. Explain that they can give a 

summary of the text by recalling what they have read 

and then telling what it is mostly about. For example, 

grasshoppers, birds, frogs, and mice all use color to hide.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here is a snake.

• PHOTO CLUES

English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  This animal is a .

  ■  ■  Where is the snake hiding?
  ■  What color is the snake? How is it hiding?

14–15

What animal is this? (a snake) What color is it? (brown) 

Where is the snake hiding? (in sand)

Create a Visual Create a three-column chart to sort 

the animals in this text by color. Label the first column 

“Green,” the second “Brown,” and the last one “Other.” 

Have children go back through the text and tell you in 

which column each animal belongs.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Here is a lion.

• PHOTO CLUES

English Learner Support

Spanish cognate: léon (lion)

16

What animal is this? (lion) How is the lion hiding? (The 

lion is brown and so is the grass, so it’s hard to see the lion.)

Guide Have children tell what this text is mostly about. 

(animals that use color to hide) Guide them to give a 

summary of what they learned about how animals hide.
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Project

Make Stick Animals

• Draw a small picture of 

each animal from the text.  

• Color the animals the 

same color that you see in 

the text. 

• Cut out each picture and 

glue it to a craft stick. 

• With a partner, walk 

around the classroom (or 

go outdoors) and find 

ways to help your animal 

hide using its color. 

Response Writing

Write about Hiding

• Choose a partner and write 

down the color(s) he or she 

is wearing today.   

• Think about how each 

animal in the text hid 

from danger. Now, think 

of a way your partner 

might hide, either in the 

classroom or out in nature. 

• Draw a picture of your 

partner hiding. Use this 

sentence frame: This 

is . Can you 

see ? 

• Share with the group. 

Vocabulary & Language

Use Color Words

• Make a list of all the 

different colors you have 

seen in animals. 

• Find pictures of animals 

online or in magazines. 

Cut out the pictures and 

glue them to paper. 

• Under each picture, write 

or dictate a sentence 

about the animal using a 

color word.    

• Share with the group.

Hands-On Activity

Make Animal Flash Cards

• Draw a picture of each 

animal from the text on an 

index card. 

• Label your picture with the 

animal’s name. 

• Mix your cards with a 

partner’s cards to play a 

matching game. 

• When you finish one 

game, switch with 

another partner.

Research Connection

Learn about Lions

• Search online or in 

nonfiction books for 

information about lions. 

• Write or dictate one thing 

you learned about lions. 

Use this sentence frame: I 

learned that lions .   

• Draw a picture to go with 

your sentence. 

• Share with the group.

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 

and support one or more of the activities below.

REREAD

Reread the text with children, focusing on fluency and meaning.

• How are the animals in this informational text hiding? 

• Which animal do you think was the hardest to see?

Respond & Extend
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